
A Winter Salad Favorite (and
The  Store  is  Officially
Open!)
It’s been such a learning curve to understand the concept of
selling online.  However, we are HOPING that all the bugs have
been worked out and that shopping on our site will be easy and
fun.  Nearly all of the items are one-of-a-kind so if you love
it, purchase it quickly!  To start shopping, please go to the
Store tab at the top of the Life at Bella Terra website. If
you  have  ANY  problems  or  questions,  please  contact  us
immediately.  To  see  the  original  story  of  2  Connecticut
Yankees, click here.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here is one of my favorite winter salad recipes (by Pinch of
Yum).  Pomegranates grow well here in Phoenix and they are the
perfect addition to any dish this time of year because of the
vibrant, red color of the juicy, gem-like seeds. Some stores
offer the seeds already extracted from the fruit.  If you
purchase them this way, make sure they are fresh.  I like
getting the fruit and taking the seeds out myself.  If you
extract the seeds over a bowl of water, the seeds will sink to
the  bottom  and  the  paper-like  inner  fruit  membrane  will
float.  Just skim that off and drain the seeds!

The ingredients include:  kale, walnuts, feta cheese, wild
rice and pomegranates.
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I  like  Uncle  Ben’s  Ready  Whole  Grain  Medley  which  is  a
combination of brown and wild rice. It’s pre-cooked and ready
to use after 90 seconds in the microwave.  Easy peasy.  Though
the recipe calls for baby kale, I don’t believe I’ve ever seen
baby kale available here.  I used regular kale and combined
the  green  and  red  leafy  kale  for  color.   The  different
textures and colors of the ingredients allow for a beautiful
display before tossing.





The dressing is a subtle combination of shallots, honey, olive
oil and vinegar.  The only labor is the chopping of the
shallots.  The rest of the ingredients are easily combined in
a blender or food processor.



This salad would also be perfect with a piece of grilled
salmon or chicken on top.  The wild rice makes this a heartier
salad that would stand up well with a protein addition. Isn’t
this a pretty and festive salad?



We served this last night at an event at our home, along with
my turkey chili and cornbread (doctored up with kernels of
corn,  cheese  and  diced  green  chiles).  It  was  the  perfect
simple, cozy meal for friends. I’m all about easy and simple
this time of year!
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